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Electrical machinery and equipment manufacturing has been on of the 
supporting industries of national economy. This paper, within the State Grid 
Corporation of China 's boundaries of listed companies, has chosen XJ Electric 
Company Limited (XJ Electric) and NARI Technology Development Co., Ltd. (NARI) 
to compare and examine their financial affairs, propose suggestions for future 
finances, and in hope to provide assistance and to be used as future references for the 
area of finance within the large system of the State Grid Corporation of China (under 
the jurisdiction of 32 departments, centers, six regional divisions , 27 provincial, 32 
subordinate units). This paper also hopes to provide comprehensive and in-depth 
information for investors interested in investing in the two companies. 
This paper starts with analysis of the macroeconomic environment and industrial 
trend development. Specifically with strategic financial analysis and decision making 
methods, with systematic collection of financial data and business information of two 
companies over nearly five years. Comparison between the two companies based on 
their financial performance, financial policies and financial strategies, mining the 
companies finance and operating characteristics. Furthermore, the paper analyses the 
companies’ existing financial characteristics and propose corresponding management 
recommendations. 
The paper has eight chapters: The first chapter is introduction. The second, of 
electrical machinery and equipment manufacturing industry focuses on its position in 
national economy and current status of development; "Porter's five forces model" is 
used to analyze the basic competition circumstance, along with their policies and 
developmental trend. The third chapter introduced the basic situations of the two 
companies in terms of their business scope, ownership structure and management 
structure. Chapter IV analyzes income statement, balance sheet and cash flow using 
"three-dimensional analysis." Chapter V is financial index system analysis. Chapter 
VI analyzes and compares the development strategies of two companies in terms of 
revenue, risk, growth and value creation. Chapter VII evaluates the financial policies 
from four aspects: debt, dividends, working capital management and investment 















business development strategy and to propose recommendations for their financial 
policy. 
Thorough analysis of financial statements and strategic layout of XJ Electric and 
NARI has led to the following conclusions: NARI has better performance than XJ 
Electric, but maybe in nearing 3-5 years, XJ Electric will give inverstors more 
surprise than NARI, since XJ Electric develops more steadily than NARI. At last, the 
article gives suguestions on financial policy for two companies, hope they are helpful 
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